HONG KONG RIDING CLUB

Results from the Jumping Competition on 11th January 2020

**Novice Class**
1st Isabella De’eb – Lucy (PD35)
2nd Kylie Chiu – Joyton Yum Yum (PR236)
3rd Kaitlyn Er – Lucy (PD35)
4th Meira Er – Chatterbox (PR162)
5th Aryaa Tanna – Digit (PD50)

**Intermediate Class**
1st Ingrid Watkins – Boomerang (PR246)
2nd Mia Phipps – Boomerang (PR246) & Emilia Lopez – Rosie (PD39)
4th Lucy Armitage – Lucy (PD35)
5th Chloe Phipps – Boomerang (PR246)
6th Joseph Chan – Lucy (PD35)

**Highly Commended:**
Jade Ng – Joyton Yum Yum (PR236)
Annissa Chu – Digit (PD50)
Priscilla Wu – Roxy (PD47)

**Advanced Class**
1st Bori Gibb – Royal Prince (PD37)
2nd Anise Walker – Caramba (PR212)
3rd Anya Law – Boomerang (PR246)
4th Janna Chan – Holsteins Darwin (PR221)
5th Rachel Freeman – Toby (PR242)
6th Amy Aagren – Roxy (PD47)

**Open Class**
1st Victoria Miquel – Shooting Star (PR237)
2nd Kamila Wilson – Caramba (PR212)
3rd Ashley Gale – Rosie (PD39)
4th Chiara De’eb – Holsteins Darwin (PR221)
5th Cherise Heutinck – Royal Prince (PD37)